MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________
Advanced Communication & Cooperation Skills

Foundation course

Category: How

Management & leadership
M1002

ADVANCED COMMUNICATION & COOPERATION SKILLS
Communicating the right thing, the right way, at the right time in Cooperation
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description:

This course enables participants to increase their influence in their
environment through more effective communication and cooperation skills.
In order to communicate with others to be correctly perceived despite
cultural or corporate issues, participants identify a variety of
communication styles and techniques.
Participants will increase their performance dramatically by understanding
the sources of difficulty in interactions with other people and in teamwork.
Unique modern methods will increase normal listening qualities to highly
effective listening. Participants learn how handle confrontations and crisis
situations through an authentic and assertive communication. Presentation
skills will be studied in order to improve the ability to reach agreements
and cooperation.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

The BSL course in Advanced Communication & Cooperation Skills will equip
you with concrete tools and methods to improve your communication
skills. Practical applications during the course will highlight your strengths
and improve your development areas. The course will cover:


Authentic and transparent communication



Effective communication in crisis and stress situations



Listening skills and cooperation



Presentation skills



Adopting to different cultures and companies



Ability to say no



The ability to reach agreements and “close a deal”

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

At the end of the course the participants will be able to:
1. Communicate with others in an effective, transparent and authentic
way.
2. Identify strengths and weaknesses in your communication.
3. Handle confrontations and disappointments in an open, cooperative,
listening and authentic way.
4. Create trust and confidence in conversations with others.
5. Reduce resistances and suspicions in any culture or company.
6. Communicate effectively in crisis- and stress situations.
7. Make and do presentations in a focussed and productive way.
8. Say and accept no.
9. Reach agreements and “close a deal” in cooperation.

Day 1: Content
Morning: Setting the foundation
- Self introduction
- Discussion: what is high quality communication
- Expectations from the program
- Communication styles: what is my style / process

Teaching Methods
Group work
Group work, lecture, game
Lecture, discussion
Individual work / group work

Afternoon: Use of Communication Styles
- Summary styles
- Simulation styles

Lecture
Group work

Refreshments
- Topic: “The brand called me”

Guest Speaker

Day 2: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Internalize communication styles
- Sharings and Questions
- Practice styles and identify
- Creating trust in conversations
- Handling disappointments

Afternoon: presentations
- Handling resistances in conversations

Sharing
Group work
Lecture
Group Work

- Closing deals
- How to build presentations
- Ways of stimulating the audience
- Preparing and doing presentations

Lecture
Lecture, group work
Lecture
Lecture, Group work
Group work

Day 3: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning:
- Expanding Successes
- Preparation of real life presentations
- Plan internalizing the tools
- Mutual learning
- Reporting system

In group
Individual work
Individual work, group work
Lecture, group work
Lecture

MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________
Marketing Essentials

Foundation course

Category: What

Marketing
M1201

MARKETING ESSENTIALS
The Power of Marketing for a Better World: Bringing Responsibility,
Sustainability and Profit Together
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description:

The course Marketing Essentials is designed to introduce participants to
marketing from the business point of view, building on their own customer
experience. Based on the marketing mix analysis which develops from its key
components study into more advanced discussion about various aspects of
marketing performance, the participants will get acquainted with option
they need to choose from when developing their own marketing plans in B2B
or B2C business contexts.
This course will offer numerous opportunities for reflection on practical
examples, best practices in various industries, addressing branding,
customer segmentation and issues of business models in regard to marketing
planning. Throughout the course, special attention is given to questions of
responsible marketing management and potential areas of improvement in
marketing practice.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

BSL’s course in Marketing Essentials will enable you to gain the essence of
what marketing is about. You will learn how to develop a marketing plan,
based on the overall business plan of the company by understanding all key
factors affecting the marketing mix:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

understand what marketing does in affecting the customer perception
of the product or service
recognize the importance of branding strategy and developing a
powerful brand
learn how to select and define the most suitable customer segments
and how to relate to them in an effective manner
observe the customer decision making process and to address their
needs and expectations at various touchpoints of the customer
journey
distinguish between the B2B and B2C markets decision making criteria
use benefits of digital advancement in all aspects of the marketing mix
understand the need for responsible marketing behavior in business
development and throughout all marketing activities

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

At the end of the course module, participants will be able to:
1. define marketing and its constituent elements
2. decide upon the various marketing segmentation criteria and develop
relevant marketing mix options for each segment
3. position their products or services in relation to competitive
environment and target group expectations
4. apply analytical and planning tools for market analysis
5. set measurable and achievable objectives and key performance
indicators of marketing activities
6. distinguish specific characteristics of communication channels and
apply them in the most effective way
7. develop an effective integrated marketing communication strategy in
accordance to realistic goals, budgetary restrictions and timeplan
8. brief external suppliers (advertising, content, media providers) to
effectively contribute to their marketing objectives

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reading material

Principles and Practice of Marketing, Third Edition, J. Blythe, SAGE

Optional reading titles

Principles of Marketing, Global Edition 17, P. Kotler & G. Armstrong, Pearson
Sustainable Marketing, D. Martin & J. Schouten, Pearson

Course Handout Articles

Planning for Integrated Marketing Communications (Building a Marketing
Plan: A Complete Guide, Chapter 8)

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Day 1: Content

Teaching Methods

Introduction, Overview, Expectations

All

Morning: Defining the scope
What is marketing?
What marketing is not (or should not be)?
Issues of marketing malpractice
The Power of Marketing: why do we buy things?
Customer journey
Presentation of Pre-Course Assignments: Part 1

Lecture
Lecture
Group discussion
Lecture
Lecture
Participants

Afternoon: Marketing mix framework
Marketing mix basics: 4P and onwards
The brand and the product
Branding examples
Presentation of Pre-Course Assignments: Part 2

Lecture
Lecture
Group discussion
Participants

Refreshments
Evening: What would you do?
Case studies 1 and 2: presentation and discussion

All

Day 2: Content

Teaching Methods

Reflections and recaps

Participants

Morning: Finding the Right Customer
Defining the customer: segmentation, targeting and positioning
Marketing research and performance measurement
Group exercise
Marketing strategy and planning

Lecture
Lecture
Participants

Afternoon: Planning Decisions (more P’s)
Pricing and financial considerations: where does money come from?
Group exercise
Guest speaker (TBC)
Place: marketing channels and distribution
Presentation of Pre-Course Assignments: Part 3

Participants
Interview Q&A
Lecture
Participants

Refreshments
Evening: What would you do?
Case studies 3 and 4: presentation and discussion

All

Day 3: Content

Teaching Methods

Reflections and recaps

Participants

Morning: The fourth P: Promotion
Integrated marketing communications
Advertising and mass media channels
Digital communications
The Communications Brief (teamwork)

Lecture
Lecture
Lectrue
Participants

Afternoon: Other aspects of marketing
Service as a product: services marketing
International marketing, globalization and cultures
Social entrepreneurship
Responsible marketing considerations

Refreshments
Wrap-up
Key learnings
Organization of Post-Course Assignment
Summary, Course Evaluation

Lecture
Lecture
Lecture

MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________
Effective Self- Management &Teamwork

Foundation course

Category: How

Management leadership
M1001

EFFECTIVE SELF-MANAGEMENT & TEAMWORK
Reaching one's potential through personal effectiveness
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description:

The course equips participants with an in-depth understanding of all
elements that contribute to effective self-management in challenging
business situations. By evaluating their own strengths and weaknesses,
participants will determine their individual development areas in order to
improve their decision-making and management skills.
Interactive group exercises will highlight key behavioral strategies that will
enable participants to discover ways to significantly improve their personal
performance. Focus will be placed on assuming personal responsibility in
crisis situations and moving beyond one’s own boundaries to create a spirit
of excellence and continuous improvement for both work and life
situations.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

BSL’s course in Effective Self-Management & Teamwork will equip you with
concrete tools and methods for improving your personal effectiveness.
You will understand your strengths and discover your development areas
in order to enhance your decision-making abilities. The course covers:


How to assume personal responsibility and trust yourself



Managing stress & time through clarity, focus and personal
effectiveness



Effective decision-making & judgment ability



Develop the ability to step back



How to recognize and transform counter-productive behavior and
limiting beliefs



Develop personal and organizational drive for excellence by
overcoming limiting boundaries and turning challenging situations into
opportunities for growth



Creating a sustainable life/work balance

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

At the end of the course module, the participant will be able to:
1. Create clarity in daily tasks and challenging situations by
understanding objectives and influencing factors.
2. Improve the ability to respond successfully to challenges by
identifying personal strengths and weaknesses.
3. Implement strategic and tactical management tools by applying
values and goals in planning future actions.
4. Delegate to subordinates and team members in order to maintain
high performance and quality.
5. Understand how to manage & supervise others effectively in order to
achieve desired results and solutions.
6. Remain focussed on critical tasks by developing an effective plan that
takes into account both influencing and disturbing factors.
7. Ensure professionalism by keeping agreements, defining standards of
quality and implementing systematic action plans.
8. Reduce crisis and stress situations by recognizing and avoiding
counter-productive behaviour and limiting beliefs.
9. Keep developing by overcoming limiting boundaries and capitalizing
on successes and mistakes to increase performance.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reading material

“The little book of thinking Big” by Richard Newton
“Who Moved my Cheese” by Dr. Spencer Johnson

Day 1: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Self-confidence & personal drive
-

What is effectiveness and self-management
How to make the most out of the program
Review & analysis of pre-course work
How to look at reality

Discussions, interactions, lecture
learning through experience (games)

Afternoon: Assuming personal responsibility
- Understanding the process of counter-productive
behavioral patterns and victim attitudes
- Creating effective decisions & solutions
- Application & progress on individual case studies

Day 2: Content

Interaction, individual work, lecture

Teamwork

Teaching Methods

Morning: Transforming crisis situations into growth opportunities
- Learning from successes as a trigger for growth
- Identifying mistakes and limiting beliefs
- Shifting thinking from crisis to opportunity

Lecture, interactions, individual work

Afternoon: Creating excellence by overcoming limiting boundaries
- Handling challenging situations
- Ego and image as limiting factors
- Image management as a source of power
- Planning excellence – preparation for post-course work

Lecture, game, group work,

Day 3: Content

Teaching Methods

- Sharing & debriefing lessons learned so far
- How to create excellence and life/work balance
- Planning for the future

Lecture, interaction, guided individual
work

Teamwork

MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________
Corporate Finance

Foundation course

Category: What

Finance
M1101

CORPORATE FINANCE
Using figures and tools to ensure business success
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description

Corporate Finance examines the close relationship between financial
markets and the world of business. Participants will dissect and analyze
corporate financial statements in order to evaluate a company’s
performance. The importance of maintaining both an adequate liquidity and
coherent credit standing is explained in reference to a company’s financial
health. Participants will acquire relevant cash management techniques and
working capital management tools.
In addition, the course puts into perspective all major financial decisions as
they relate to the goal of maximizing value for shareholders. The principles
of break-even point and sensitivity analysis are explained and we will debate
the advantages and disadvantages of leveraging on both short and long-term
financing plans. The course will conclude with discussions on the time-value
of money principle as well as the complications it imposes.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

BSL’s course in Corporate Finance will equip you with the skills needed to
understand and analyze the company’s financial situation in order to take
appropriate action. You will be introduced to the guiding principles of finance
and will practice them through concrete case studies. The course will cover:


Financial controlling: analyzing financial statements and reporting
performance



Cash management, short-term investments, credit policy, accounts
receivable



Capital structure, leveraging short- vs. long-term financing



Operating cash flow, projections, time value of money



Understanding various investment vehicles



Capital markets



Developing a scorecard

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

At the end of the course participants will be able to
1. Use financial statements to analyze the company’s performance and
propose concrete measures to address critical and urgent issues.
2. Apply cash budgeting to determine the company’s liquidity needs.
3. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of alternative credit policies.
4. Use break-even and sensitivity analyses to assess various scenarios.
5. Prepare proforma financial statements.
6. Analyze the capital structure of the business.
7. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of leveraging.
8. Compute present and future values.
9. Compare the company’s performance to that of competitors.

Day 1: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Financial markets & business
- Pre-course assignment
- Financial markets & investment vehicles
- Financial statements & controlling

Discussion
Lecture
Lecture & subsequent application

Afternoon: The importance of cash
- Cash Management

Lecture & subsequent application

Refreshments
- Assignment: Case Study

Teamwork

Day 2: Content

Teaching Methods

Guest speaker: TBC
Morning: Working capital management
- Assignment from Day 1
- Short-term investments
- Credit policy

Discussion
Lecture
Lecture & subsequent application

Afternoon: Financial planning
-

Break-even and sensitivity analyses
Leverage: short- vs. long-term financing
Capital structure
Pro forma financial statements
Performance metrics: scorecard

Lecture
Lecture
Lecture & subsequent application
Applications
Lecture

Refreshments
- Teamwork Assignment: Case study (WEC)

Teamwork

Day 3: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Keeping in control
- Assignment: WEC
- Time-value of money
- Problems related to the time-value of money

Discussion
Lecture & subsequent application
Lecture & subsequent application

MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________
Foundation course

Category: How

Sustainability, Systems thinking
M2501

SOLVING BIG SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGES
Developing tactical business skills for addressing societal and environmental
challenges
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description

This module enables participants to understand where the world is at from
a big picture perspective: the planet, society and business. Our focus in on
how business can contribute to solving problems, identify new
opportunities, define priorities and accelerate action. Participants will learn
how to develop business-driven insights and how various industry sectors
(i.e., food & agriculture, extractives & forestry, textiles & fashion) manage
sustainability issues unique to their operations and across supply/value
chains. Key take-a-ways include familiarity and fluency with strategic tools
and tactics (i.e., scenario planning, risk mapping, market-based
instruments, sustainable supply chain management). We will outline
pathways for business to contribute to finding solutions and better
understand how companies fuel growth while addressing critical
challenges.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

The BSL course in Solving Big Sustainability Challenges will focus on:


Establishing an understanding of the major existing and emerging
global challenges (from a societal, environmental and economic
perspective);



Reviewing the role of business in resolving these complex global
challenges;



Understanding the challenges and opportunities for different
geographic regions, industrial sectors and stakeholders;



Developing skills in risk mapping to visualize and solve complex
problems and;



Learning how to create viable business solutions for big sustainability
challenges

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

At the end of the course the participants will be able to:
1. Understand the big picture of global challenges in the environmental,
social and economic spheres in the coming decades;
2. Define the various meanings of sustainability in business and
understand how to build the business case;
3. Develop a forward-looking perspective for the role of business in
resolving existing and future global challenges;
4. Approach complex problems with a systems lens;
5. Apply scenario planning to real world challenges;
6. Identify risks and opportunities;
7. Analyze and understand business challenges from the perspective of
various business sectors (i.e., food & ag; extractives & cement;

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reading material

World Economic Forum Global Risks Report 2018
Carbon Footprint, The Economist.
Case Studies:
a. McDonald's Corporation: Managing a Sustainable Supply Chain
Source: Harvard Business School.
b. The Forest Stewardship Council: from niche to mainstream,
unpublished, Flaherty / Ionescu-Somers
Websites.
International Council on Metals and Mining,
https://www.icmm.com/en-gb
Consumer Goods Forum,
http://www.theconsumergoodsforum.com
World Energy Council, https://www.worldenergy.org
The Forest Stewardship Council https://ic.fsc.org/en

Day 1
09:00 – 12:30 Setting the Stage / Frameworks & Systems
Presentations by participants on pre-course assignment
01:30 – 18:00 Part One: developing scenarios
18:00 – 18:30 Snack break
18:30– 20:30 Brain-drain: teamwork to develop case dilemmas

Day 2
08:30 – 9:30 Presentations on case dilemmas
09:30 – 11:00 Tools & Tactics Part Two (continued)
11:00 – 13:00 Supply & Value Chain
14:00 – 16:30 Sector Lens
16:30 – 18:00 Simulation/Role Play (Vector)
18:00 – 18:30 Snack break
18:30 – 20:30 Brain-drain: teamwork to develop case dilemmas

Day 3
08:30 – 09:00 Presentations
09:00 – 11:00 Industry Associations: visible rivals
12:00 – 12:30 Lunch snack with concluding brainstorm
12:30 – 13:00 Post-course instructions, course evaluation

MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Finance for Entrepreneurs

Foundation course

Category: What

Finance
M1102

FINANCE FOR ENTREPRENEURS
Mastering finance to turn visions into business reality
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description:

The course is tailored to meet the most pressing needs of entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurs. Specifically, the course examines the start-up, project and
investment feasibility question.
Participants develop a methodology that enables them to assess a venture
idea, build financial models, value a start-up, define the best financing
strategy and negotiate financing terms. Topics discussed include financial
modeling, sensitivity analysis, risk pricing, cost of capital, company valuation,
financing alternatives, and investment management and hedging.
Theoretical principles are presented in the beginning of each session and
immediately applied to practical exercises to demonstrate the essential
meaning of each topic.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

BSL’s course in Finance for Entrepreneurs will equip you with what it takes
to successfully understand the financing aspect of starting up and running a
project or company. You will apply financial tools in concrete business
situations to understand implications and alternative options available. The
course will cover:


Investment analysis



Financial modeling and sensitivity analysis



Due diligence, risk analysis and risk pricing



Valuation of start-up companies



Funding sources



Venture capital, crowdfunding, private equity



Term sheets & Shareholder agreements



Investment management/monitoring



Exit strategies

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

At the end of the course module, participants will be able to:
1. Use strategic and financial analytical tools to determine the feasibility of
an acquisition, a start-up or a project
2. Identify the key value drivers and the key risks of the business
3. Quantify the key risks
4. Build a simplified financial model and conduct a sensitivity analysis
5. Determine an appropriate cost of capital
6. Determine the value of a company or a start-up
7. Structure a financing proposal for a venture capital firm
8. Negotiate the terms of a financing round with a VC firm
9. Define an investment monitoring strategy
10. Formulate an exit strategy.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reading material

“Entrepreneurial Finance: Strategy, Valuation, and Deal Structure”, Janet
Kilholm Smith, Richard T. Bliss, Richard L. Smith

Day 1: Investment Analysis

Teaching Methods

Morning: Assessing the venture idea
- Pre-course assignment
- Business analysis framework

Discussion, application
Lecture & subsequent application

Afternoon: Modeling the venture
- Financial modelling techniques
- Creating a financial model

Lecture
Applications

Refreshments
- Case study: TBA

Day 2:

Teamwork

Teaching Methods

Morning: Due diligence & risk assessment
- Assignment
- Due diligence
- Risk quantification

Discussion, application
Lecture
Discussion, application

Afternoon: Business valuation
- Valuation methods
- Case study: TBA

Lecture & subsequent application
Teamwork

Day 3: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Financing the venture
- Assignment
- Funding needs, sources

Discussion, application
Lecture & subsequent application

Afternoon: Negotiating & monitoring
- Negotiating the terms
- Monitoring the investment
- Case study: TBA

Lecture & subsequent application
Lecture & subsequent application
Teamwork

MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Developing and Managing Others

Foundation course

Category: How

Management & Leadership
M2001

DEVELOPING AND MANAGING OTHERS
Human resources at its best
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description:

This course is designed to provide a strategic perspective on the core
management practices of performance management and people
development. The course will provide an integrated framework for
performance and development, complemented by a set of practical tools
relevant across the full spectrum of performance and development
challenges.
Conventional wisdom will be challenged through discussions, case studies,
simulations and the application of techniques to a variety of situations. A
variety of tools will be outlined and applied in inter-active exercises during
the course. Participants learn how to apply an integrated set of concepts,
tools and techniques to manage performance and development in the
workplace.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

In BSL’s course in Developing and Managing Others, you will gain
comprehensive overview of the best tools and practices in managing people,
as well as hands-on practical experience of how to apply them. The course
will cover:


Interviewing and separation skills (including selection & recruitment)



Motivation, compensation, recognition



Talent development, potential development and succession planning



Creating alignment



Setting objectives and measurements

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

As a result of participating in this course, participants will be able to:
1. Demonstrate the application of an alignment framework for an
organization
2. Identify the elements that need to be aligned to boost individual and
organizational performance
3. Implement strategy in day-to-day operations through managing
performance and developing staff
4. Coach staff effectively across a broad range of performance
management situations through the application of a situational
coaching model

5. Identify development solutions that focus on talent development,
potential development and succession planning
6. Prepare and hold interviews on recruitment, appraisal and separation
in a significantly more confident and professional manner
7. Organise the succession planning process using a simple tool that is
understood by all
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reading material

“Managing People,” Harvard Business Review, 1999
“Leading Change – Why Transformation Efforts Fail”, J. Kotter (1995)

Optional reading

“Human Side of the Enterprise,” Douglas Macgregor

Day 1: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Aligning HR with the business
- HR Strategy and alignment process introduction
- Managing for results under conditions of ambiguity
and change
- Matching talent with requirements - selection interviewing
Afternoon: Managing the performance cycle
- Introduction to the performance cycle
- Setting objectives and measures
- Situational leadership
- Coaching talent and optimizing performance

Lecture, discussion
Discussion, exercise
Lecture, application exercise
Lecture, discussion
Discussion, exercise
Exercise, discussion
Lecture, role play exercise

Refreshments
- Review of participants’ articles and discussion
- Self assessment exercise

Teamwork and plenary discussion
Individual reflection

Day 2: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Coaching performance
- Personal application exercise based on assignment
- Coaching high performers – “A” players
- Managing poor performance situations
- Separation interview

Discussion - pairs and plenary
Role play exercise
Mini-case role plays (2)
Role play

Afternoon: Performance appraisals
- Lessons learned review and applications
- Performance appraisal cycle revisited
- Performance appraisal mini-case
- Driving change through the performance
appraisal process

Individual reflection, plenary discussion
Lecture and discussion
Case - small groups
Discussion

Refreshments
- Case preparation “Morgan Stanley” (HBS 2000)

Teamwork and personal reflection

Day 3: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Succession planning
- Introduction to succession planning
- Succession planning – tool and application
- Application exercise
- Integrating performance mgmt, development
& succession planning
- Lessons learned review and applications
- Module wrap-up / Q+A

Brainstorming, presentation & discuss.
Exercise and discussion
Pairs exercise
Lecture and discussion
Personal reflection and discussion
Discussion

MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________
Strategic Thinking for General Managers

Foundation course

Category: Why

Strategy
M2401

STRATEGIC THINKING FOR GENERAL MANAGERS
Mastering corporate & business unit strategy
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description:

This course covers the theories, concepts, processes, perspectives and uses
of the managerial, analytical and decision-making tools applied in the
formulation of sustainable value-driven corporate and business strategies.
Participants will develop an understanding and appreciation for the various
stages of the strategy process. How the external and internal environmental
analyses are performed, configurations of sustainable benefits are identified,
the mission, vision and values are developed, the most suitable corporate
and business strategies are formulated and implemented as well as the
business model and strategic controlling instruments are defined, will be
explored in depth through readings, lectures, case studies, discussions and
exercises.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

This course will equip you with the key elements needed to succeed in
developing and implementing strategic plans, operating a business and
leading focused organizations as a general manager. You will apply these
skills to practical situations. The course will cover:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Managing the strategy formulation process by performing
evaluations of the internal resource and external market
environments, as well as understanding culture and sustainable
stakeholder perspectives, to define strategic initiatives serving as
scenarios
Formulating specific strategies based on generic strategy options
Translating visions and missions as motivation instruments into
measurable objectives
Understanding latest strategy development tools (incl. Blue Ocean)
Creating and appraising business unit growth and multi-level
corporate strategies
Converting strategies into a business model and deriving therefrom
strategic controlling instruments

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

At the end of the course module, the participant will be able to:
1. Evaluate external environments and internal resources and capabilities
to determine sustainable competitiveness and positioning
2. Formulate an innovative and sustainable organizational/company
strategy through decision tools, a staged process and balancing long
and short term stakeholder interests
3. Assess options for the generic competitive strategies, a stronger
competitive position, and the best strategic fit for desired future
scenarios, based on, among other things, a comparison of Red Ocean
and Blue Ocean strategies
4. Create vision and mission statements, establish organizational values
and translate those into motivating strategic objectives
5. Develop strategies for growth and diversifying corporate portfolios
6. Develop a business model from a strategy
7. Derive from the strategy / business model a strategic controlling
instrument, e.g. Balanced Scorecard

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reading material

Exploring Strategy, Concepts and Cases by Johnson, Whittington, Scholes,
Angwin and Regnér, 10th Edition (2014)
HBR’s 10 Must Reads On Strategy, (2011), Harvard Business School
Publishing Corporation

Day 1: Content
Morning: Introduction to strategy / the strategy process
- What is Strategy?
- What are the elements of strategy?
Where and when does it go right or wrong?
- Strategy formulation process
- External and Internal analysis,
including stakeholder analysis
Afternoon: Strategic positioning and implementation I
- International aspects of strategic analysis and
strategy formulation
- Formulating vision / mission / values

Evening
- Team exercise: Formulating vision / mission / values

Teaching Methods / Reading
Article Discussion
HBR ch. 1 What is Strategy?
Discussion / Presentation
General Management Navigator
Presentation / Discussion
Johnson et al ch. 12
Cases / Discussion
Johnson et al chs. 2 – 3
HBR ch. 2 Five Forces
Cases / Discussion / Exercise
Johnson et al ch. 8
Presentation / Case / Exercise
Johnson et al ch. 4
HBR ch. 3 Building a Vision
Teamwork

Day 2: Content
- Teamwork strategy exercise evaluation/feedback
Morning: Growth and diversification strategies
- Growth via four paths and three mechanisms
- Comparison Red Ocean and Blue Ocean strategies
- Techniques for Blue Ocean strategies
Afternoon: Corporate strategy formulation
- Corporate/business portfolio analyses and strategies
- Case Study Corporate Strategy

Teaching Methods / Reading
Team Presentations
Presentation / Discussion / Exercise
Johnson et al ch. 10
Article Discussion
HBR ch. 5 Blue Ocean Strategy
Cases / Discussion
Presentation / Discussion / Exercise
Johnson et al ch. 7
Class Discussion

Evening
- Team exercise: Corporate or growth
strategy exercise

Teamwork

Day 3: Content
- Teamwork strategy exercise evaluation/feedback

Teaching Methods / Reading
Team Presentations

Morning: Strategic Implementation I
- Business Model formulation
- Uni St.Gallen framework
Afternoon: Strategic Implementation II
- Strategy Implementation: Change
- Strategic controlling: Balanced Scorecard (BSC)

Presentation / Cases / Discussion
Johnson et al pp. 301 - 4
HBR ch. 4 Reinventing Business Model
Presentation / Case
Johnson et al ch. 14
Presentation / Cases / Discussion
Johnson et al p. 450
HBR ch. 7 Balanced Scorecard

MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________
Competitive Positioning

Foundation course

Category: What

Marketing
M1202

COMPETITIVE POSITIONING
Creating a marketing strategy in changing times
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description:

The course provides participants with the tools for analyzing an
organization’s current situation and proposes various strategies to enhance
company performance and sustain competitive advantage. We examine
how competitive advantage might be developed through differentiated
positioning and exploited in a cost effective manner.
Understanding customer behavior and consumer insight will be essential
for developing effective marketing plans. An important theme throughout
this module is how to develop innovative solutions by using secondary data
and consumer trends. At the end of this course, participants will be able to
implement marketing strategies and add value to company performance.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

BSL’s course in Competitive Positioning will give you a clear understanding
of, and practical experience in, how to create a marketing strategy during
times of rapid change. The course will cover:









Mastering the basics of market research
Research methodology
Environment analysis
Competitive and industry analysis
Buyer behavior and trend watching
Market segmentation and defining target markets
Positioning of products and services
Dealing with limited or insufficient information

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

At the end of the course participants will be able to:
1. Build strategies and marketing plans using key concepts studied in
marketing essentials and competitive positioning
2. Build vision, mission and marketing objectives
3. Develop Situation Analysis Using PESTEL, Michael Porter’s 5 forces and
the SWOT matrix
4. Decide on target market and positioning strategies
5. Undertake market research in view of preparing efficient Marketing
Plans
6. Understand how to influence customer behaviour using the FCB grid
7. Design growth Strategies using the Ansoff matrix and Michael Porter’s
generic strategies
8. Design a marketing mix to support marketing objectives and strategies

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reading Material

“Tesla”, Ivey Publishing (2015)
“Mc Donald’s”, Journal of business case studies (2007)
“GE in India”, Richard Ivey School of Business foundation (2011)

Optional Reading

“Principles of Marketing”, Kotler and Armstrong, 14th edition, Pearson

Day 1: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Situation analysis
-

Vision, mission, stakeholders, competitive strategy
Macro and micro analysis
Internal resources analysis
Michael Porter’s five forces framework
“Amazon Kindle" Case

Lecture and discussion
Lecture and discussion
Lecture and discussion
Lecture
Case study presentation

Afternoon: Marketing Strategies
-

Corporate and Marketing objectives
Corporate and sales strategies (ANSOFF)
Case “Bose”
Focus on Ansoff
“Cola wars” case study

Day 2: Content

Lecture
Lecture
Discussion
Discussion
Teamwork assignment

Teaching Methods

Morning: Customer Insight
- “Cola wars” Case study
- “Harrah’s” Case
- Market Research
- Secondary and primary data collection
- Consumer research and trend watching

group presentation
Discussion
Course Handouts
Lecture
Lecture

Guest speaker: TBD
Afternoon: Customer Segments
- Segmentation strategies
- Targeting strategies
- “Victoria Secret Pink” case
- "TrueEarth" Case

Course Handouts
Lecture
Discussion + Teamwork assignment
Teamwork assignment

Day 3: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning:
- “TrueEarth"
- Positioning & creating value
- “Kodak” case
- “Lake Eola"

Group presentation
Lecture and discussion
Discussion
Post-course work assignment

Afternoon: Wrap up
- Introduction to marketing plan writing
- Key Concepts Summary
- Learning outcomes

Lecture
Discussion
Exercises

MBA Course Syllabus
_________________________________________________________________________
Creating Sustainable Value

Foundation course

Category: Strategy
M2402

Creating Sustainable Value
Competitive advantage in the value chain
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course description:

This course explores sustainable value-creation techniques by focusing on
the role of supply chains in contributing towards organizational success.
Challenging conventional approaches towards distribution activities in
expanded value chains we will consider the positive and negative aspects of
those activities, especially in terms of wider social, environmental and ethical
impacts.
We will critically reflect on the full costs and benefits driven by value/supply
chain strategy, planning and operational choices. Using lecture, simulation,
theme and case discussion techniques the course aims to equip students to
challenge supply chain activities in their own organizations - to re-define, reformulate and thus implement truly sustainable strategies.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Objectives

BSL’s foundation course in Creating Sustainable Value will equip participants
with a clear understanding of the key issues and concrete tools to create
unique competitive advantages, formulate and execute on strategies. The
course will cover:


Understand what drives sustainable value creation



Identify and manage the legal, environmental & ethical challenges in
supply chain operations



Measure externalities and include them in decision-making criteria &
reporting



Evaluate perspectives on supply chain strategy and value creation



Analyze cradle-to-cradle approaches and learn how to apply them



Understand alternative models of value creation that are effective in
low- or no-growth situations

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Outcomes

At the end of the course module, participants will be able to:
1. Critically analyse and comprehend the full scope and value of the
extended supply chain in creating sustainable value (social,
environmental, ethical, economic)
2. Distinguish between sustainable and un-sustainable strategies and be
able to identify their key characteristics
3. Evaluate strategy alternatives with full regard to internal and external
costs
4. Demonstrate an ability to make fully informed business decisions
5. Re-define, re-direct and re-position strategies for long-term sustainable
competitive advantage
6. Identify and manage risk, particularly in outsourced supply chains
7. Be able to propose alternative approaches to strategy that can generate
benefits for a wide range stakeholder even in low-economic growth
conditions

8. Apply supply chain best practices that generate sustainable value
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Required book reading

Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things, Michael Braungart
and William McDonough, 2009, Random House
Embedded Sustainability, Laszlo and Zhexembayeva, 2011, Stanford
Business Books

Required Case Studies

"Sustainable Tea at Unilever" (HBS), product # 712438-PDF-ENG (for precourse assignment)
"Walmart's Sustainability Strategy (A)" (Stanford Graduate School of
Business), product # OIT71A-PDF-ENG (for pre-course assignment)
"IKEA's Global Sourcing Challenge: Indian Rugs and Child Labor (A) " (HBS),
product # 906414-PDF-ENG
"Wilmar International Limited - Managing Multiple Stakeholders in Global
Palm Oil Agribusiness Group" (ABCCC Nanyang Technical University),
product # NTU019-PDF-ENG
"Starbucks and Conservation International" (HBS), product # 303055-PDFENG
"Just Us! Coffee Roasters" (Ivey Publishing), product # 906A27-PDF-ENG
(post-course assignment)

Required Book Chapter

"Value Cycles: Use Nature's Value-Adding Self-Sustaining Cycle to
Revolutionize Your Value Chain", product # 5939BC-PDF-ENG

Required Article

"From Garbage to Goods: Successful Remanufacturing Systems and Skills"
by Ferrer and Whybark (Business Horizons), product # BH056-PDF-ENG.

Day 1: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Review of sustainability issues
- Pre-course assignments reviewed and analyzed
- Discussion of Sustainable Tea at Unilever case study
- How value creation revolutionizes and causes outcomes
- Externalities (CO2, noise, congestion, other pollutants)
- Known vs. unknown impacts
- Unintended consequences – a legitimate excuse?

Class discussion
Class Discussion
Discussion
Discussion
Lecture & discussion
Lecture & discussion

Afternoon: Globalized value creation
- The efficiency cost savings
- Agile vs. lean supply chains & their impacts
- Trade-offs and strategic choices
- Individual, corporate & contractor liability
- Traceability
- Discussion of IKEA rug sourcing in India case study
- Partner selection, monitoring, audit & investigation

Class discussion
Lecture, supply chain example discussion
Lecture/discussion
Lecture/discussion
Discussion
Discussion and video
Lecture/discussion

Evening with Refreshments:
Prepare Wilmar International Case Study

Teamwork

Day 2: Content

Teaching Methods

Morning: Identify issues, re-define & re-direct strategies
- Review and Analysis of Wilmar International Case Study
- Conscious Capitalism - The future of Business
- Measurement of supply chain effectiveness
- Re-purposing supply chain optimisation models
- Effecting change – proposing alternatives

Team Presentations and Discussion
Lecture and Discussion
Lecture
Class exercise/discussion
Discussion

Afternoon: Sustainable business models and alternative value creation approaches
- Rethinking how we manage smartly for sustainability
Class discussion
- Risk management, scenario & contingency planning
Discussion/lecture
- Designing for sustainability
- up-, down- and re-cycling
Lecture/discussion
- cradle-to-cradle
Lecture/discussion
- reverse logistics, end-of-life & garbage to goods
Discussion
- Re-use, sharing, rental & other alternatives
Lecture/discussion
- Circular vs. linear economy
Lecture/discussion
- Positioning for sustainable competitive advantage
Lecture/discussion
Guest speaker: tbc
Evening with Refreshments:
Prepare Starbucks and Conservation International Case Study Teamwork
Day 3: Content
Morning: Best practice sustainable value creation strategies
- Review and Analysis of Starbucks/CI Case Study
- Collusion & corruption – personal criminal/civil liability
- reporting an issue, minimising risk
- Sustainability limits, risks and uses for strategic sourcing
- Best practice examples of sustainable supply chains
- Leveraging sustainable supply/value chain design
- Post-course assignment introduction

Teaching Methods
Team Presentations and Discussion
Class exercise/discussion
Discussion
Discussion/lecture
Lecture

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 1

Learning domain: Global Challenges

The Big Picture of Sustainability Challenges

2 days

Developing a Global Sustainability Perspective
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module enables participants to understand where the world is at from the big picture perspective: the planet,
society and business. We will evaluate key issues including climate change, CO2 footprint, natural resources, global
social injustice, demographical shift, de-growth, urbanization and mobility. Dynamics of global sustainability, public and
market challenges will be analyzed and defined.
A systemic approach and highly inter-active approach will challenge participants to adopt a larger perspective beyond
the business point of view, evaluating potential related opportunities and challenges. Learnings will be applied to the
projects each team is working on to develop a framework to understand the project challenge.

Seminar Objectives:

Dr. Katrin Muff and Prof. Dr. Thomas Dyllick

This module equips you with a first understanding of the
key challenges and opportunities that business and
society face in the global issues in sustainability and
responsible leadership. Key strategic questions will help
prioritize strategic decision-making. The course will
cover:

Dr. Katrin Muff was appointed Dean of Business School
Lausanne in 2008. Dr. Muff ensures real-life business
direction at BSL by merging her entrepreneurial and
corporate background with the academic world. Not only
does Muff strive to ensure that all BSL participants get
the best business education possible, she also represents
BSL in the effort to educate business schools worldwide
of the importance to produce ethically and
environmentally responsible leaders.
Prof. Dr. Thomas Dyllick is Managing Director of the
Institute for Economy and the Environment (IWÖ-HSG)
and University Delegate for Responsibility and
Sustainability at the University of St. Gallen. From 2003 –
2011 he was University Vice-President for Teaching and
Quality Development. In 1989 he was a co-founder of the
Swiss Association for Environmentally Conscious
Management (öbu) and in 2010 he co-founded the World
Business School Council for Sustainable Business
(WBSCSB). He currently serves on the Council on
Sustainable Development of the German State BadenWürttemberg.



Establishing the status quo of the planet, society
and business



Understanding the big picture of environmental,
social and business challenges and opportunities in
the coming decades



Evaluating key issues arising from the environmental and social challenges



Understanding the dynamics of sustainability challenges, public and market challenges



Evaluating potential opportunities and challenges
for business that arise from this new perspective

Seminar Fee: CHF 1‘800.-

Useful information:

This fee includes:
 Registration
 Course materials & books
 Lunch

This seminar includes a commitment to 10 hours of
pre-work and 20 hours of post-course work.

Duration:


2 days – see calendar

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 1

Learning domain: Global Challenges

Leading Change I

2 days

Introduction to Project Consulting Methods and Leadership for Change
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module offers insight into consultancy and leadership for change in sustainable business projects. Participants gain
practical experience from consulting on sponsored projects, building a high performing team and understanding how to
work in multi-stakeholder groups in a responsible manner to contribute to real change in a company.
Day 1 provides teams the opportunity to co-create the way they plan on interacting as a team and how they intend to
accomplish their mandate as sustainability consultants. Day 2 provides insights about sustainable leadership
worldviews, envision how they will use their individual strengths to create positive group dynamics, and experience a
simulation in order to understand how to manage change and deal with complexity. Focus is on developing group relationship dynamics and improving individual leadership skills.

Seminar Objectives:
This module provides exposure to consulting on sustainable business development projects, as well as
introducing participants to essential skills in leadership
for change. The module will cover:
•

Identify individual strengths and how they can be
put to the best use within a team

•

Create a framework outlining an effective working
team relationship

•

Clarify the stakeholder landscape, environment
and context

•

Understand the elements that need to be included
in a contractual agreement with the sponsor

•

Recognize the expectations, opportunities and risk
related to managing sustainable business development consulting project

•

Review personal leadership and the role it plays in
implementing change

Natalie Wilkins
Prof. Natalie Wilkins is a HR Consultant, Trainer & Coach
at VIVA Coaching & Consulting. She teaches the MBA
"Empowering your future" syllabus at BSL. Natalie has
over 15 years of Human Resource leadership experience
within complex international organizations, both in the
public and private sector. In 2012 she founded VIVA
Coaching & Consulting to help individuals and businesses
make transformational change. She has trained and been
certified with the Coaches Training Institute, qualified in
professional and personal development training and
psychometrics. Natalie is a member of the International
Coach Federation and a Chartered member of the
Chartered Institute of Personnel Development

Nadene Canning
Prof. Canning, Canadian and Swiss, teaches Strategy and
Leadership at the Master’s level and Leading Change
Modules in the Diploma in Sustainable Business at BSL.
Nadene is an executive and personal leadership adviser,
facilitator, trainer, speaker and professor. Her areas of
learning and development expertise are strategic thinking, opportunity mindset, change, diversity, inclusion and
cross cultural competencies.
Nadene put her global management and facilitation experience to the test when she created ALLSystemsGO! in
2002, since then she has worked as an independent project adviser, professional facilitator and trainer specializing in learning design, performance, leadership, diversity
and culture.

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 3

Learning domain: Strategic Implications

Best Practices in Sustainability Strategies

2 days

Evaluating and defining best and next practices in sustainable business
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module studies existing best practices of existing and emerging leaders in sustainable business. Learning from
innovators and front runners, participants consider new business models and create next-practice learning platforms.
Sustainability frameworks enable organizations to compare their performance against others and make key decisions on
improvements.
Achieving a balance between people, planet and profit is delicate and will be discussed by reviewing concrete project
examples. Participants test these ideas in real-life projects and determine how they can gain support to implement such
innovative new strategies in existing organizations effectively.

Seminar Objectives:

Dr. Stefan Gara

This module will offer insights into:

Dr. Stefan Gara, Austrian, teaches in the MBA in
Sustainable Business and the Diploma in Sustainable
Business programs. He is Founder and Managing Director
of ETA Environmental Management GmbH, a leading
Austrian consultancy firm focusing on sustainable
development and business innovation, CSR, smart cities
and energy & mobility strategies. He was UNIDO senior
expert on cleaner production projects in Africa (Uganda,
Ethiopia).
Stefan holds a Ph.D. in Physics from Vienna University of
Technology and was a visiting scholar at the Center for
Technology, Policy and Industrial Development at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). He is guest
lecturer at various international institutions. He spent
several years in industry as a product manager for
environmental technologies. Stefan is a passionate
photographer.

 Basic concepts of strategic management
 Defining sustainability strategies
 Developing sustainable business models
 Evaluating best practices in sustainability strategies
 How to win the support to implement sustainability
projects

 Improving implementation effectiveness of projects

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 4

Learning domain: Business Impact

The Business Case: Sustainability Tools

2 days

How to determine where to focus – and why
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
The first part of this course will explore different perspectives on sustainability by examining a diversity of
frameworks/tools developed to help companies make sense of sustainability. During the second part of the
course, we will build on this and examine specifically how business managers can build robust business cases
for sustainability contributing to mainstream corporate strategy. We will demonstrate how a company can
usefully determine what it can and should focus on strategically, and how that can bring competitive value.

Seminar Objectives:

Dr. Aileen Ionescu-Somers

This module enables participants to become proficient in:

Dr. Aileen Ionescu-Somers holds a Ph.D (Commerce/
Business Strategy), MA, H.Dip.Ed. and BA from National
University of Ireland, and an MSc from Imperial College,
London, UK. She is a certified Tavistock group dynamics
coach. She is currently Associate Dean at BSL, having
previously worked for IMD business school for 15 years,
leading a sustainability leadership learning platform
focused on strategic innovation for sustainability. She is
an expert case study writer, and has won three
prestigious European Foundation for Management
Development case writing awards and one each from
ECCH and OIKOS. She has particular expertise in the
global food & beverage industry, and in 2013, coauthored the world’s first Practitioner’s Guide to the
Sustainable Sourcing of Agricultural Raw Materials, a
publication jointly launched by seven global
organizations. Before BSL and IMD, she worked for the
conservation NGO WWF, where she held several project
and program management posts on major conservation
programs in Africa/Madagascar and Latin America/
Caribbean, before taking a leadership role as head of
WWF’s international project operations, overseeing
operations of field and policy projects globally.



Understanding differing perspectives on sustainability, and the value that they bring to strategic
analysis;



Identifying/acting on value creation opportunities.
Mitigating value destruction risks;



Understanding business context, stakeholder expectations and dynamics;



Identifying strategic drivers for sustainability within a company, and



Determining what your company should focus on
in using sustainability to create value.

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 5
Impact

Learning domain: Business

Leading Change II

2 days

Introduction to Project Consulting Methods and Leadership for Change
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module offers insights and practical tools into building and managing relationships to make progress on the
sponsored projects. Participants gain practical experience on how to transition for an individual performer to a team
performer and how to leverage diversity and conflict.
On day 1 the participants’ focus is on building team competencies, beyond individual leadership skills. You will have the
opportunity to review and address project challenges, learn about group dynamics and how to deal with conflict, change
and complexity. On day 2 it is on the individuals’ work to identify and resolve self-limiting behaviors.

Seminar Objectives:

Natalie Wilkins

This module provides exposure to managing group
dynamics and relationships, as well as working on
individual self-limiting beliefs. The module will cover:

•

•

•

Prof. Natalie Wilkins is a HR Consultant, Trainer & Coach
at VIVA Coaching & Consulting. She teaches the MBA
"Empowering your future" syllabus at BSL. Natalie has
Develop or enhance ability to lead and work effec- over 15 years of Human Resource leadership experience
within complex international organizations, both in the
tively in a consulting team while implementing
public and private sector. In 2012 she founded VIVA
change
Coaching & Consulting to help individuals and businesses
Develop or enhance ability to lead and work effec- make transformational change. She has trained and been
certified with the Coaches Training Institute, qualified in
tively on complex projects in a multi-stakeholder
professional and personal development training and
environment by utilizing relationship managepsychometrics. Natalie is a member of the International
Coach Federation and a Chartered member of the
ment, leadership and interpersonal skills.
Chartered Institute of Personnel Development

Applying lessons learned from team and individual exercises to ensure solid team performance in
the project.

•

Articulate a strategy or approach to overcome
personal limits and become a more effective
leader.

•

Demonstrating successful behaviours in managing
relationships.

Nadene Canning
Prof. Canning, Canadian and Swiss, teaches Strategy and
Leadership at the Master’s level and Leading Change
Modules in the Diploma in Sustainable Business at BSL.
Nadene is an executive and personal leadership adviser,
facilitator, trainer, speaker and professor. Her areas of
learning and development expertise are strategic
thinking, opportunity mindset, change, diversity,
inclusion and cross cultural competencies.
Nadene put her global management and facilitation
experience to the test when she created ALLSystemsGO!
In 2002, since then she has worked as an independent
project adviser, professional facilitator and trainer
specializing in learning design, performance, leadership,
diversity and culture.

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 6

Learning domain: Global Challenges

Responsible Leaderships & Global Stakeholders

2 days

Assessing global initiatives, thought leaders and socially oriented businesses
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module offers a rich insight into the world of thought leadership focused on sustainable business. Working with
examples and case studies, participants will gain a historical perspective on what responsible leadership means in
various contexts. Participants will evaluate the cross-cultural perspective of business in human history and reframe
corporate governance for a larger business purpose.
Project teams will present a first review of their sustainability projects to clarify the added-value of their project in the
larger business context. Participants will review projects both top-down and bottom-up to highlight potential
weaknesses and disconnections, establishing a revised project plan with deliverables around key priorities.

Seminar Objectives:

Prof. Michael Hathorn

This module provides concrete exposure to responsible
leadership as you will work through case studies gaining a
historic perspective. Real projects will be reviewed in
terms of added-value to the business. The session will
cover:

Prof. Michael Hathorn teaches in the MBA program and
Diploma in Sustainable Business at BSL. He is a senior
partner of OPTIMIS Sàrl, where he focuses on sustainable
organizational strategy and organizational development.
Previously working for the investment management firm,
Capital International, Hathorn founded and headed the
firm’s Learning and Organizational Development function
for the European businesses.
At TNT in Amsterdam, he served as Group Director of
Learning and Organizational Development during a major
strategic change initiative to create synergies across the
three divisional businesses. He is a contributor to the
World Business Council on Sustainable Development and
is a member of the Society for Organizational Learning
and the American Marketing Association. Prof. Hathorn is
a graduate of Louisiana State University with an MS in
Marketing and is currently a Ph.D. candidate in
International Business at the University of St. Gallen.



Defining responsible leadership in various contexts



Reframing corporate governance in view of stakeholder challenges



Understanding sustainability politics and the management of key stakeholders



Developing a historic perspective of international
economics, politics, philosophy and the crosscultural perspective of the role of business in human development



An investigation of the dynamics, benefits and
challenges of socially oriented businesses



Application of key leadership, governance and
socially oriented business concepts to own project

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 11

Learning domain: Strategic Implications

Sustainability Marketing & Communications

2 days

Understanding how sustainability creates customer value
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module enables participants to understand the possibilities of sustainability marketing to create sustainable
solutions and customer value. Different innovative business models are analyzed and critically reflected in the context
of sustainability and ethics. Moreover the expectations and influences of modern customers will be analyzed to
understand changes in markets, as well as possibilities for sustainable solutions in developing effective strategies for
differentiation and innovation. Participants will learn how to apply the insights to their projects.

Seminar Objectives:

Prof. Dr. Moritz Loock

This module will equip you with essential marketing and
communications
skills
to successfully address
sustainability challenges and create customer value. The
course addresses the following points:

Prof. Dr. Mortiz Loock teaches Sustainability Marketing &
Communications for the Diploma in Sustainable Business.
Moritz is traveling between two worlds. On one hand, he
is working at the Institute for Economy and the
Environment (IWÖ-HSG) of the University of St. Gallen.
Doing research with a current focus on business models
and managerial decision-making, he had visiting
positions in Vancouver and London. On the other hand,
Moritz has been fully employed and still holds various
responsibilities in a family-own business in Germany.
Within both worlds he co-developed and co-launched
new business models: e.g. a new concept for kitchen
retailing for the family business and an executive
education
programme
for
renewable
energy
management at the University of St. Gallen.
After an early career as a musician, Moritz graduated
with an MA. from TU Berlin and received a doctoral
degree in management from the University of St. Gallen.



Identifying challenges of communicating sustainability



Organizing inbound and outbound communication
of sustainability



Using sustainability to create customer value



Marketing challenges in creating sustainable solutions, with a special focus on psychological aspects



The heterogeneous expectations and influences of
different customers in the sustainability field



Apply marketing and communications insights to
business model innovation



Applying marketing and communications insights
to the projects

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 8

Learning domain: Business Impact

Making the Supply Chains Sustainable

2 days

Streamlining business operations to make supply chains sustainable
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module provides insight into managing business operations sustainably. Emphasis is placed on key aspects of
creating and managing a sustainable supply chain, going far beyond traditional manufacturing & distribution
perspectives to include “cradle to cradle design”. Participants will understand how supply chains can be the weak spot
for companies and how developing sustainable procurement practices can improve the process.
Participants will measure and evaluate improvement of social and environmental impacts with case studies and in their
projects. Ideas and approaches on how to improve customer relations with sustainability and how these can enrich the
real-life projects.

Seminar Objectives:

Prof. Dr. Joerg S. Hofstetter

This module equips you with a first understanding of how
environmental and social considerations can be
translated into concrete and practical business
operations, for manufacturing as well as service
organizations. This module covers:

Assistant Professor of Logistics Management, University
of St.Gallen
Joerg is a specialist in supply chain management and
sustainability at the Chair of Logistics Management of
the University of St.Gallen. Former positions include
Lufthansa Cargo AG (Area Management Southeast Asia,
Australia & Indian Subcontinent), ITT Automotive Inc.
(Brakes and Chassis Systems Group, Auburn Hills,
Michigan, USA) and Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial
Engineering and Organisation (IAO), Stuttgart, Germany.
He received his Dr. oec. (summa cum laude) in Business
Administration from University of St.Gallen and his Dipl.Ing. (M.Sc.) in Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Stuttgart, Germany.



Supply chain activities in the context of sustainability and ethical issues



Understanding sustainability challenges from a
supply chain perspective



Creating sustainable value across supply chains



Managing sustainability risks and opportunities
across supply chains



Developing and implementing sustainability standards



Translating supply-chain considerations to concrete in-company projects



Applying supply chain thinking to real-life projects

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 9

Learning domain: Business Impact

Measuring Sustainability Performance

2 days

Evaluating sustainability performance and defining related policies
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module gives participants an in-depth view into the world of quality assurance, sustainability performance
measurement and the certification of sustainability. The difficulty in measuring performance is complicated by the fact
that many corporations have a complex structure, with different business streams, functions and projects.
Participants gain a comprehensive understanding of how sustainability is currently assessed in leading companies of
various sizes and of different sustainability maturity levels, adapting ways of measuring corporate performance.
Participants will apply measuring and evaluation methods to review their own project performance in order to
understand the stringent demands of sustainable business.

Seminar Objectives:

Dr. Jürg Liechti

This module equips you with an in-depth understanding
of how sustainability is measured and evaluated in
concrete business terms and clear financial language.
Quantifying benefits is essential to sell sustainability
internally and externally. This module covers:

Jürg studied physics at the Swiss Federal Technical
University (ETH) in Zurich and got his PhD in 1989. Since
1990 he works in the field of environmental and risk
consulting.
Since 2001 he leads the company Neosys AG, a provider
of different sustainability services. His core competences
are the introduction and implementation of management
systems and the application of risk management in
enterprises, waste management & recycling, Life Cycle
Analysis (LCA) and the implementation and auditing of
greenhouse gas mitigation projects. He is a licensed
auditor for ISO 14001 environmental management
systems as well as for the validation and verification of
CDM- and JI-greenhouse gas projects (projects under the
Kyoto protocol).
He co-operates in committees of the Swiss national
standards association (SNV), presently e.g. in the national
mirror committee for the standard ISO 31000. He teaches
at different courses in the fields of environmental
management, risk management, CO2-management and
sustainability management.



Understanding how to measure sustainability
performance



Evaluating how to assure a consistent sustainability
performance



Assessing and accounting for sustainability performance



Evaluating quality assessment and certification
schemes



Reviewing sustainability reporting and assurance



Applying key sustainability measures to projects

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 10
Impact

Learning domain: Business

Leading Change III

2 days

Introduction to Project Consulting Methods and Leadership for Change
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module offers team members a unique opportunity to work through the feedback received during the project review
by applying specific collaborative techniques that will bring the collective knowledge of the group to the surface and
stimulate innovative solutions and strategies. At the same time, the sharing of experience gained by participants from
their own consulting on sponsored projects allows each to reflect on their personal style and team contribution to the
progress of their own projects. Day 1 puts into practice collaboratory techniques as well as studying how best to deal with
resistance and difficult conversations in groups. On Day 2 we focus on developing a feedback culture in your team and
how to effectively maintain high performance in stressful situations.

Seminar Objectives:

Prof. Natalie Wilkins

This module provides opportunities for further self and
social awareness to increase your influence as a
sustainability consultant. The module will cover:

Prof. Natalie Wilkins is a HR Consultant, Trainer & Coach
at VIVA Coaching & Consulting. She teaches the MBA
"Empowering your future" syllabus at BSL. Natalie has
over 15 years of Human Resource leadership experience
within complex international organizations, both in the
public and private sector. In 2012 she founded VIVA
Coaching & Consulting to help individuals and businesses
make transformational change. She has trained and been
certified with the Coaches Training Institute, qualified in
professional and personal development training and
psychometrics. Natalie is a member of the International
Coach Federation and a Chartered member of the
Chartered Institute of Personnel Development

•

Enhance ability to lead and work effectively on
complex projects in a multi-stakeholder environment by utilizing new techniques and enhanced
technical, leadership and interpersonal skills.

•

Apply lessons learned from team exercises and
applied theory to ensure solid team performance
in the project.

•

Articulate change by defining/clarifying the
boundaries of risk and uncertainty when working
as a sustainability consultant

•

Improving your approach to overcome personal
limits and become a more effective leader

•

Demonstrating successful behaviours in managing
stress and resistance

Prof. Nadene Canning
Prof. Canning, Canadian and Swiss, teaches Strategy and
Leadership at the Master’s level and Leading Change
Modules in the Diploma in Sustainable Business at BSL.
Nadene is an executive and personal leadership adviser,
facilitator, trainer, speaker and professor. Her areas of
learning and development expertise are strategic
thinking, opportunity mindset, change, diversity,
inclusion and cross cultural competencies.
Nadene put her global management and facilitation
experience to the test when she created ALLSystemsGO!
In 2002, since then she has worked as an independent
project adviser, professional facilitator and trainer
specializing in learning design, performance, leadership,
diversity and culture.

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 12

Learning domain: Global Challenges

Social Entrepreneurship

2 days

Leveraging the social entrepreneurial method
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module is composed of two focus areas. The first part is dedicated to social entrepreneurship. Participants develop
a common understanding of social entrepreneurship based on their insights from the DAS course, learn about useful
concepts and practical experiences and apply these learnings in social venture pitches. In the second part, participants
discuss the barriers and solutions for impact-oriented intrapreneurship, i.e. applying the entrepreneurial method within
larger organizations. The module creates space for reflection and requires participants to connect the content to their
personal careers.

Seminar Objectives:

Prof. Niels Rot

This module provides an introduction to social
entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship. It focuses on the
following aspects:

Niels Rot is co-founder of Impact Hub Zürich, the premier
entrepreneurship & innovation for impact community in
Switzerland. In 2016, Niels also co-founder STRIDE
Learning, an unSchool for Entrepreneurial Leadership and
partner of the Business School Lausanne. Niels holds a
Bachelor Degree in International Business from INHolland
University as well as a Bachelor and Masters in
Economics from the University of St. Gallen where he
also acted as president of oikos St. Gallen. Alongside his
entrepreneurial career, Niels has served as mentor for
startups such as Eaternity and Wildbiene+Partner as well
been a jury member for competitions such as Climate-KIC
Accelerator Program, UBS Social Innovators and the SEIF

•

Understanding social entrepreneurship

•

Experience-based learning to think and act as an
entrepreneur

•

Modes of scaling and organizational growth

•

Barriers for intrapreneurs to drive positive change
in large organizations

•

Personal reflection and crafting of future projects

Social Entrepreneurship Award.

Management Seminar
In
Business Sustainability
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Module 13
Impact

Learning domain: Business

Leading Change IV

2 days

Introduction to Project Consulting Methods and Leadership for Change
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who should attend:



Aspiring future sustainability managers & consultants
Professionals, managers and entrepreneurs with an interest in sustainability and responsible leadership

Course description:
This module consolidates skills learned for consultancy and leading change in sustainable business projects. Participants
review experience from consulting on projects to contribute to real change in a company.
Day 1 is Final Project Review day. Teams present project results to clarify added-value of their team’s work to the project
owner’s business context. Teams receive in-depth feedback, extract conclusions and share best practices.
Day 2, participants reflect on their existing career and define and plan how they will leverage the project experience to
shape change as a sustainable leader going forward.

Seminar Objectives:

Prof. Natalie Wilkins

This module provides opportunities for further self and
social awareness to increase your influence as a
sustainability consultant. The module will cover:

Prof. Natalie Wilkins is a HR Consultant, Trainer & Coach
at VIVA Coaching & Consulting. She teaches the MBA
"Empowering your future" syllabus at BSL. Natalie has
over 15 years of Human Resource leadership experience
within complex international organizations, both in the
public and private sector. In 2012 she founded VIVA
Coaching & Consulting to help individuals and businesses
make transformational change. She has trained and been
certified with the Coaches Training Institute, qualified in
professional and personal development training and
psychometrics. Natalie is a member of the International
Coach Federation and a Chartered member of the
Chartered Institute of Personnel Development

•

Enhance your ability to lead and work effectively
on complex projects in a multi-stakeholder environment having utilized techniques applied technical, leadership and interpersonal skills

•

Review leadership strategy for change as it was
demonstrated throughout the sustainable business development project with the sponsor and
team

•

Enhance your strategy or approach to further
overcome personal limits and become a more effective leader

•

Create a Leadership quest - explore and define a
meaningful purpose beyond the diploma

•

Review the career management tools available to
help you shape your career

Prof. Nadene Canning
Prof. Canning, Canadian and Swiss, teaches Strategy and
Leadership at the Master’s level and Leading Change
Modules in the Diploma in Sustainable Business at BSL.
Nadene is an executive and personal leadership adviser,
facilitator, trainer, speaker and professor. Her areas of
learning and development expertise are strategic
thinking, opportunity mindset, change, diversity,
inclusion and cross cultural competencies.
Nadene put her global management and facilitation
experience to the test when she created ALLSystemsGO!
In 2002, since then she has worked as an independent
project adviser, professional facilitator and trainer
specializing in learning design, performance, leadership,
diversity and culture.

